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Introduction
With support from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, in 2016, CARE launched a project to design
and test interventions that hold promise for delaying the timing of first birth among married
adolescents in Niger and Bangladesh. Inspiring Married Adolescent Girls to Imagine New Empowered
Futures (IMAGINE) leverages a holistic approach to build married girls’ capacity and agency to make
decisions about their life courses, to address social and structural barriers that prevent delaying, and
to present alternative economic opportunities for girls so that early motherhood is not their only
option.
In both Niger and Bangladesh, Girls’ Collectives underpinned the implementation of the IMAGINE
project. These groups were comprised of 15-25 girls aged 15-19 from a single village and worked to
ensure married and unmarried adolescent girls’ social support and access to information. For the first
year of implementation, Girls’ Collectives were led by community-based, adult female facilitators
before transitioning to a peer-led model during the second year of implementation. This transition
not only worked to reinforce sustainability but also grew out of compelling evidence that peer
leadership approaches may be especially helpful when working with “hard-to-reach” adolescents and
when delivered as part of a multi-channel, integrated, and holistic intervention.1,2 As part of IMAGINE’s
commitment to girl-centered leadership, the project prioritized the meaningful engagement of
adolescent girls, adult-youth partnership and mentorship, and a comprehensive training and coaching
approach to enhance soft skills and technical knowledge development.
This implementation case study contains information on IMAGINE’s peer leadership approach,
alongside the key tools and materials used to support a successful transition to girl-led groups. In the
annex, we include the key tools and trainings underpinning our peer leadership approach. The
following six steps are covered as part of this resource:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1: Create a girl-centered peer leader transition approach informed by global best
practices
Step 2: Modify curricula and tools to support peer leaders
Step 3: Identify peer leader criteria and support groups to select peer leaders
Step 4: Train mentors and support opportunities for adult-youth partnership
Step 5: Train and recognize peer leaders
Step 6: Provide ongoing supportive supervision to peer leaders and document learnings

Importantly, while IMAGINE’s peer leadership approach was informed by global best-practices, it also
reflects the parameters of the project itself. The project’s decision to start with adult field staff before
transitioning to a peer-led approach, for example, may differ from other projects which rely on a
peer-led model at the onset. However, with adaptation and contextualization, the tools and
approaches contained in this resource may be useful for project implementors across settings.
1

USAID. Peer Education: A Viable Approach for Reaching Youth. Global Health Technical Brief. 2008.
Chandra-Mouli, Venkatraman, Catherine Lane, and Sylvia Wong. What Does Not Work in Adolescent Sexual and Reproductive Health: A Review of Evidence
on Interventions Commonly Accepted as Best Practices. Global Health: Science and Practice, 2015
2
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Step 1: Create a girl-centered peer leader transition approach informed by global best
practices
To develop IMAGINE’s peer leadership approach, the project team began with a rapid review of
literature on peer leadership best practices. In addition, field-based staff consulted with Girls’
Collective participants and mentors to identify changes to existing tools and knowledge and skills
gaps. Throughout the design process, the project worked to address critiques of peer leadership
models, including that they often benefit peer educators more than participants, that on their own,
peer-led models may have limited effectiveness at changing health behaviors, and that without a
curriculum base, peer leaders may promote misinformation.3 As part of the design process, the
project identified best practices to guide the peer leadership approach. These included:
• Girl-centered: In the spirit of adult-youth partnership, the peer leadership approach should
prioritize the engagement of adolescent girls throughout the design and training process. This
includes providing all project participants with opportunities to provide input on what makes
for a successful peer leader and supporting groups’ autonomy to elect their own leaders and
to establish rules.
• Transparent: The peer leader selection process should be both fair and transparent, with clear
expectations for peer leaders. Transparency should also be supported through formalized
agreements between peer educators and project staff to clearly outline their responsibilities.
• Holistic: Training and mentorship should focus on both technical skills and soft skills, such as
self-confidence, communication, conflict resolution, and leadership. It should also include
values clarification activities for peer leaders to reflect on the impact of their own beliefs on
the health and wellbeing of their peers.
• Supportive: Peer leaders should take on increasingly greater responsibility with close
mentorship and supportive supervision in order to promote quality programming. During this
process, peer leaders should also be supported to network and share learnings. Mentors
should also receive training to promote quality supervision and coaching.
• Accessible: Project materials and tools should be adapted to meet the needs of peer leaders,
including those with limited literacy. Girls’ safety, including mitigating against potential
backlash, should also be centered throughout the peer leadership process.
• Respectful: Young people should be acknowledged for their roles as peer leaders. Peer leaders
should also receive recognition from local stakeholders to reinforce their roles as important
community leaders.
Building upon these principles, we then identified a process for the selection of peer leaders,
proposed a training approach for both peer leaders and mentors, provided guidelines on the role of
mentors and specifications for a tapered support approach, and identified changes necessary to

3

Chandra-Mouli, Venkatraman, Catherine Lane, and Sylvia Wong. What Does Not Work in Adolescent Sexual and Reproductive Health: A Review of Evidence
on Interventions Commonly Accepted as Best Practices. Global Health: Science and Practice, 2015 ; USAID. Peer Education: A Viable Approach for Reaching
Youth. Global Health Technical Brief. 2008.
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existing project materials. We also proposed a timeline for the implementation of key activities (see
Figure 1: Peer Leader Training and Transition Approach).
Figure 1: Peer Leader Training and Transition Approach 4

The resulting transition approach progressively supported girls to gain the confidence, skills, and
technical knowledge to successfully facilitate their groups. Training and support were delivered over
an extended timeframe to provide peer leaders with ongoing mentorship and continuing education as
well as opportunities to progressively take on more responsibility. This tapered approach was
especially critical given both low literacy amongst project participants as well as global best practices
emphasizing the importance of continuous training and supervision to the quality of peer-led
programs.5
First, adult field facilitators (subsequently referred to as “mentors”) received a series of trainings to
orient them on the peer leadership approach and build their technical capacity as mentors. At this
same time, peer leaders followed a tapered “You do, we do, I do” approach to learning. First, peer
leaders began observing mentors to learn from the curriculum and identify characteristics of
successful facilitation. Peer leaders then received an initial training and refresher training to build
soft skills and technical knowledge of the project’s content. Throughout this process, peer leaders
received mentorship and coaching, taking on a progressively larger role in leading meetings. After six
months, peer leaders assumed full session facilitation and group management leadership. While
mentors continued to attend sessions, their role was limited to supportive supervision and
mentorship, including through identifying areas for improvement and skill building.

4

Note that the schedule above was subsequently modified due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education.
2010.
5
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Step 2: Modify curricula and tools to support peer leadership
Because curriculum-based sexual and reproductive health projects are most effective,6 IMAGINE
transformed its Girls’ Collective manual into a girl-friendly flipbook for use by peer leaders. The initial
Girls’ Collective Facilitator Manual contained between 25 and 26 participatory sessions and included a
board game to reinforce key project messages. This curriculum was based on robust formative
research as well as a human-centered design process to identify key curriculum themes, content, and
activities. When selecting a peer leadership approach, the project determined that the initial
curriculum for adult field staff would not be accessible to girls, especially given the high number of
illiterate or semiliterate girls who were nominated for peer leadership as part of the project.7
In response, the project team transformed the original curriculum into a 19-session, image-based,
peer leader flipbook. As part of this process, both field facilitators and Girls’ Collective members
participated in structured discussions to identify changes to themes discussed in the original
curriculum. The revised curriculum reinforced key learning objectives from the project, which aligns
with evidence that peer leaders are particularly effective when focused on information sharing.8 While
the project sought to identify existing image-based peer leadership manuals, a general dearth of
available resources meant that the subsequent flipbook design was piloted by the project. Each page
of the peer leader flipbook provides key information via simplified bullets, with short, suggested
activities available for peer leaders with high literacy. The flipbook also features images to reinforce
key messages on puberty, fertility, business skills, and activism.
Finally, in addition to revising the curriculum, the project team adapted the project’s board game to
be fully image-based, largely drawing upon familiar images from the curriculum. Subsequently,
manuals were translated into Haussa and Bengali and printed. Each peer leader received one copy of
the flipbook, and each Girls’ Collective received one copy of the board game. In order to discourage
peer leaders from discontinuing support to Girls’ Collectives and keeping their materials—a key
challenge identified by other peer-led projects9—IMAGINE provided messaging that emphasized that
all materials belonged to the full Girls’ Collective.

6

UNESCO. “What is Comprehensive Sexuality Education?” https://csetoolkit.unesco.org/toolkit/getting-started/what-comprehensive-sexualityeducation
7
Literacy rates in IMAGINE intervention areas remained low, with an average of approximately 12% of women and girls in Zinder, Niger and 24% in
Kurigram, Bangladesh.7 Further, our formative researched revealed that, amongst our key population (married and unmarried girls 15-19 without
children), in Niger, approximately 59% of girls had ever attended school, with those reporting ever attendance most frequently reporting attendance
through secondary school; in Bangladesh, nearly 100% of girls had ever attended school, with most attending through a secondary school level.7
8
FHI 360. YPEER. Youth Peer Education Toolkit: Training of Trainers. 2005.
9
For example, CARE’s TESFA project identified this as a key challenge needing to be addressed in future adolescent-led programming. F. Tassaw Mekuria,
personal communication, 2019.
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Girls’ Collective Peer Leader Manual
This 19-session peer leader flipbook and board game leads participants through discussions and
activities related to puberty, fertility, contraception, and healthy relationships; gender and social
norms; life skills and action planning; entrepreneurship, financial literacy, and business planning.
This flipbook is primarily image-based, with basic instructions on implementation for peer leaders.
Target audience: Married and unmarried adolescent girls 15-19
Languages: Available online in English and French (Haussa and Bengali available upon request)

Step 3: Identify peer leader criteria and support groups to select peer leaders
The identification and selection of appropriate peer leader candidates is key to underpinning a
successful peer-led intervention. IMAGINE drew on various evidence-based guiding principles to
support the design of a consultative, equitable, and streamlined selection process. While broadly,
there is no programmatic consensus on criteria for peer leaders—with some projects advocating for
adolescents who already possess certain skillsets and others supporting all adolescents with a
willingness to learn—there is consensus on key principles, including the importance of fair,
transparent selection processes with clear expectations around roles and responsibilities for peer
educator candidates.10 In part, this should be a consultative process with project participants in order
to establish together what makes for a successful peer educator.11,12 Projects should also plan from the
beginning for attrition, which is particularly common amongst peer leaders.13
Collaboratively define peer leader criteria
The IMAGINE project implemented a hybrid peer leader selection approach. This combined a list of
core characteristics for potential peer leaders created by staff with values and criteria set by Girls’
Collective participants. We believed that this approach would not only promote group support for the
elected peer leaders but also would ensure that girls nominated as peer leaders were respected
individuals who met the characteristics that were important to each group as well as the project team.
IMAGINE project staff identified the following characteristics for potential peer leaders, to which Girls’
Collective participants added additional criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Be an active Girls’ Collective participant
Possess the necessary interpersonal skills to conduct participatory trainings and
facilitate discussions on gender, sexuality, and family planning issues
Agree to participate as a volunteer
Be dynamic, self-motivated, and vision oriented
Demonstrate conflict resolution skills, maturity, and emotional intelligence
To be literate or semiliterate, if possible

10

Initially, project tools, such as curricula, were designed with adult, literate field staff as the intended audience.th Peer Education Programmes. 2007.
Ibid 2010; Ibid 2007.
12
IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007.
13
Ibid 2010; Ibid 2007.
11
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7.
8.
9.

To be nominated by peers and confirmed by the facilitator as a role model who
embodies the values/attitudes essential to the project
If possible, not to be already selected for other project leadership opportunities
Agree to respect CARE's core values and the community's core values

Project staff identified the need to select one married girl and one unmarried girl from each Girls’
Collective to co-facilitate sessions in line with the project’s objectives. This approach ensured that all
participants, regardless of marital status, would have equitable opportunities for leadership and
participation within groups, a challenge identified during facilitator-led sessions. This co-facilitation
model also planned proactively for future peer leader attrition.
In practice, the most challenging characteristic to uphold, particularly in Niger, was the request for a
literate or semiliterate peer leader where possible. While this was initially a desired characteristic to
allow them to read the flipbook, the project ultimately had to adapt to support many peer leaders
with low or no literacy. This included both the use of image-based flipbooks and board games as well
as a tapered and ongoing training and mentorship process. As a result of these changes, the project
found that peer leaders, regardless of literacy level, were able to develop the necessary skills to
facilitate groups. This learning is especially critical given that peer approaches often favor
adolescents with existing privilege (including those with relatively higher levels of education) while
denying meaningful leadership opportunities to others. However, more inclusive approaches—such as
the one taken by the IMAGINE project—do require specific investments in training and supportive
supervision in order to support all adolescents’ abilities to be successful, which must be planned for
during the design of a peer leadership approach.14
Support groups to nominate peer leaders
Once we identified desirable core characteristics as a project team, we then followed a three-session
consultative process—layered onto existing Girls’ Collective meetings—to promote a participatory,
transparent, and fair peer leader selection process (Annex 1). This was implemented as follows:
1. During a regular Girls’ Collective session, facilitators oriented groups to the role of peer
leaders and the peer leader nomination process and conducted an activity for girls to identify
important qualities and values groups have for their leaders. In this first meeting, facilitators:
• Shared information on requirements and expectations for peer leaders with groups and
ask groups to consider who they might nominate, brainstorming their own criteria for peer
leader
• Explained that two peer leaders from each group will be selected (to account for turnover):
one married girl with no children and one unmarried girl
• Shared information about the selection process with groups
• Encouraged interested girls to discuss this commitment with their family and/or husbands
2. The following session, facilitators asked for nominations from each group. Groups nominated a
minimum of two peer leaders: at least one married, nulliparous girl and at least one unmarried
girl. During this process, the field facilitator:
• Managed expectations that not all nominated girls can participate as peer leaders
initially
14

IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007.
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•
•

Explained that nominated girls can accept or decline their nomination
Asked nominated girls to prepare a short speech on why they should be selected as a
peer facilitator, which they will present next session
3. In the third session, nominated girls gave a short speech on why they wanted to be a peer
leader and what characteristics they felt they possessed. Girls voted to select one married girl
and one unmarried girl.
• The girls not selected were encouraged to continue to actively participate and consider
becoming peer leaders for future years. The facilitator also explained opportunities to
participate as a “guest facilitator for the day”
• The facilitator shared more information about the transition process to peer leadership
with the group
Peer Leader Selection Activity Guide
This resource provides three session guides that project facilitators used to support groups through
a participant-led nomination and election process for peer leaders (Annex 1).
Target audience: Married and unmarried adolescent girls 15-19
Languages: English (French available upon request)

Step 4: Train mentors and support opportunities for adult-youth partnership
An effective peer leadership approach rests not just upon the training of peer leaders themselves but
also upon the quality of supervisors and mentors involves in programming; as a result, it is beneficial
to train these individuals as well, including on the importance of adult-youth partnership.15 In order
to support program quality, mentors require training to understand the peer leader approach,
address challenges experienced by peer leaders, understand the impact of their own norms and
values on peer leaders, and identify strategies for contributing to peer leaders’ growth through
partnership.16
Drawing upon these insights, IMAGINE developed a comprehensive mentorship training approach to
orient project mentors to the peer leadership transition process, clarify their responsibilities, and
work to enhance key skillsets (Annex 2 and Annex 3). Existing Girls’ Collective adult field facilitators
were selected to become mentors due to their existing relationship with girls and experience in Girls’
Collective group management. The IMAGINE project designed and implemented a series of three brief
mentorship trainings for field staff that covered the rationale and need for peer leaders, the peer
leader selection criteria and approach; mentorship skill building; and clarification around their role
during the transition process. Mentorship trainings and support to adult field staff were part of the
IMAGINE project’s commitment to adult-youth partnership, supporting adults to guide but not to co15

FHI 360. YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer Education Managers. 2006 ; IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for
Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007.
16
IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education.
2010; FHI 360. YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer Education Managers. 2006.
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opt partnership during the peer leadership transition approach. Key topics covered during the
mentorship trainings included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explanation of the role of peer education within the IMAGINE project
Understanding of process and expectations for peer educators
Peer leader selection process
Defining and understanding mentorship and youth-adult partnerships
Practice giving constructive feedback
Overview of the Mentorship Activity Packet
Collectively develop guidelines/expectations for peer leaders and field facilitators
Discuss logistics for transition to peer leadership, including the role of the field facilitator
Overview of supportive supervision and monitoring sheets

Finally, to promote accountability, enhance adult-youth partnership, and provide mentors with
structured activities to support coaching, the IMAGINE project developed a participatory agreement
activity for mentors and peer leaders. This exercise helped to hold both peer leaders and mentors
accountable to shared expectations and norms for working together. These tools are discussed in
detail in Step 5: Train peer leaders and provide recognition.
Mentors Training Agenda and Mentorship Training
This resource contains the training agendas (Annex 2) and mentorship training materials (Annex 3).
This training combined training on the peer leadership approach, including supportive supervision,
with principles of adult-youth partnership and effective mentorship.
Target audience: Adult mentors/supervisors for peer leaders
Languages: English (French available upon request)

Step 5: Train and recognize peer leaders
Training and recognition are key to both the quality and sustainability of peer-led programming. Best
practices include the importance of providing opportunities for self-reflection on values and beliefs
alongside building self-confidence, skills, and a clear sense of project objectives.17 Data show that
retaining peer educators depends on quality supervision, adequate recognition and ownership, and
opportunities to meaningfully connect with other peer leaders. 18 Ongoing training opportunities also

17

CARE. The Power to Lead: A Leadership Model for Adolescent Girls. 2008 ; IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education
Programmes. 2007.; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education. 2010; FHI 360. YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer
Education Managers. 2006; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education. 2010.
18
FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education. 2010; FHI 360. YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer Education
Managers. 2006; International Youth Foundation. Peer Educator Retention Strategies. Field Notes, 3(14), 2008.
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offer peer leaders with the chance to refresh key skills and provide opportunities to learn outside the
classroom.19
In response, IMAGINE worked to develop multiple pathways for peer leader training and skill-building
in both technical content and soft skills. These included trainings and refresher workshops, crosslearning visits, shadowing and co-facilitation, and supportive supervision and coaching. After peer
leaders were selected, they immediately began a shadowing and observation period. The initial
training for peer leaders consisted of a 2-day training, followed by a refresher training approximately
two months afterwards (Annex 5, Annex 6, Annex 7).20 Trainings provided skill building in technical
content and the use of the project curriculum as well as soft skills development in conflict
management and facilitation. In line with peer education best practices, all training sessions also
included reflective dialogues for peer leaders to identify and explore personal beliefs and their
impact on their ability to facilitate sessions related to gender and sexuality.21 Key topics covered
during the peer leader training included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explanation of the role of peer education within the IMAGINE project, including the project
goals and values
Overview of the process and expectations for peer educators
Reflections from shadowing
Identification personal strengths and opportunities for leadership development
Overview of facilitation and communication techniques
Review of rights-based sexual and reproductive health and technical content on puberty and
adolescent pregnancy
Personal values exploration about the health issues being addressed
Curriculum overview and practice
Technical content on gender norms
Skill-building in conflict resolution and practice answering difficult questions
Training on peer leaders’ role in GBV referral
Adult-youth partnership and mentorship
Goal setting
Transition/sustainability planning
Overview of supportive supervision processes

19

FHI 360. YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer Education Managers. 2006; International Youth Foundation. Peer Educator
Retention Strategies. Field Notes, 3(14), 2008.
20
Because of the ongoing Covid19 pandemic, two additional training sessions were developed to support girls’ ability to lead community groups: one on
peer-led GBV referrals (available here), and another geared at building girls’ capacity to promote group and peer leader health and safety during the
pandemic.
21
CARE. The Power to Lead: A Leadership Model for Adolescent Girls. 2008.; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education. 2010; IPPF. Included
Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007.
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Develop opportunities for structured mentorship and additional skill building
During the training period and as part of ongoing shadowing and co-facilitation with mentors,
mentors and peer leaders also meet regularly to build relationships, engage in coaching, and share
learnings immediately following the sessions. As part of this process, mentors worked with peer
leaders to complete activities from the project’s Mentorship Activity Packet (Annex 8). This resource
served as a basis for additional training on conflict resolution, activity planning, leadership, and
communication. This structured workbook ensured that peer leaders could continue to receive
ongoing training and identified key skillsets for mentors to help support. Each activity also identifies
key questions for discussion between the peer leader and mentor in order to promote ongoing
coaching and dialogue. These activities were conducted immediately following the facilitation of
sessions individually with mentors and the two group peer leaders.
Together, mentors and peer leaders also completed the “Youth and Peer Facilitator Co-Leadership
Agreement Form” located in the Mentorship Activity Packet. In line with the project’s commitment to
adult-youth partnership, this activity built upon the brainstorming sessions peer leaders and mentors
completed in their respective trainings and served as an agreement setting forth clear expectations
and roles between the field facilitators and peer leaders during and after the training process. This
therefore acted a key accountability mechanism to hold mentors and peer leaders accountable to
their commitments, to promote adult-youth partnership, and to limit and resolve conflict. It also
directly responds to the best practice of having written agreements and expectations for peer leaders
to promote transparency and retention.22
Provide opportunities to recognize peer leaders’ work and reinforce their role as community leaders
Evidence points to the importance of recognizing peer leaders as a key strategy for retention.23 To
respond to the importance of recognition for peer leaders, IMAGINE provided both in-kind
remuneration in the form of t-shirts as well as graduation certificates at the end of the peer leader
training process. These certificates were distributed through village or union-level recognition
ceremonies which assembled local stakeholders, Girls’ Collective participants, and other individuals in
order to recognize the peer leader’s accomplishments and reinforce her new role in the community.
Peer Leader Training Agenda; Initial Peer Leader Training; Peer Leader Refresher Training
These resources share the initial peer leader training and refresher training agendas (Annex 4),
Powerpoint slides used during the initial peer leader training (Annex 5), and Powerpoint slides used
during the peer leader refresher training (Annex 6).
Target audience: Married and unmarried adolescent girls 15-19
Languages: English (French available upon request)

22

FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education. 2010
IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education.
2010.
23
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Mentorship Packet
This is a copy of the mentorship packet used by mentors to provide coaching and continuous
support to peer leaders (Annex 7). This document provides activities for mentors to use for ongoing
peer leader training in conflict resolution, communication, problem-solving, and group
management. As part of the project’s commitment to adult-youth partnership, this resource also
contains the “Adult and Peer Facilitator Co-Leadership Agreement Form” for mentors and peer
leaders to complete together to establish both mentor and peer leader responsibilities.
Target audience: Married and unmarried adolescent girls 15-19
Languages: English (French available upon request)

Step 6: Provide ongoing supportive supervision to peer leaders and document
learnings
The success of peer leadership initiatives depends on the quality of continuous learning, coaching,
and supportive supervision, which allows peer leaders to gain confidence and enhance their skills.24
However, projects often fail to create sustained, ongoing opportunities for peer leaders to continue to
learn and receive coaching, resulting in both lack of fidelity and quality concerns. In other cases,
mentors may lack the training or resources to conduct constructive coaching sessions or may rely on
feedback approaches that alienate and discourage peer leaders. Successful supportive supervision
depends on the use of constructive, non-hierarchical feedback models by trained staff grounded in a
desire to support, encourage, and empower peer leaders; these should also be used to identify
additional areas of training and skill building.25 Coaching can also be enhanced through the use of
clear and consistent supervision procedures and supportive tools and consistent opportunities for
observation and feedback.26
Leverage supportive supervision to support coaching
Supportive supervision is especially key in peer leadership programming, particularly through ongoing
coaching and supervision with a focus on learning and growth and with minimal hierarchy.27 IMAGINE
provided ongoing supportive supervision by mentors, with increased frequency during the initial
transition to peer leadership. Mentors were trained in the use of a Supportive Supervision Checklist
(Annex 9) to facilitate ongoing coaching. This checklist—filled out during observation sessions of peer
leader facilitation by mentors—identified both soft and technical skills important to facilitation and
group management, noted any “red flag” behaviors such as reproductive coercion or discrimination,
and identified areas of strength and improvement. After the session, mentors and peer leaders

24

FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education. 2010; FHI 360. YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer Education
Managers. 2006; International Youth Foundation. Peer Educator Retention Strategies. Field Notes, 3(14), 2008.
25
IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education.
2010; FHI 360; YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer Education Managers. 2006
26
FHI 360. YPEER. Performance Improvement: A Resource for Youth Peer Education Managers. 2006
27
IPPF. Included Involved Inspired: A Framework for Youth Peer Education Programmes. 2007; FHI. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Youth Peer Education.
2010.
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discussed the contents of the sheet and decide next steps for leveraging strengths and responding to
challenges.
This documentation was saved by mentors to informally track peer leaders’ progress and continued
areas requiring support. By focusing on peer leaders’ assets as well as challenges, supportive
supervision also provided an important opportunity for peer leaders to reflect on and identify their
own strengths, therefore promoting their confidence, learning, and growth. Importantly, during the
initial mentorship trainings, mentors received training on delivering constructive feedback to
adolescent girls, and peer leaders similarly received sessions on learning from feedback. This helped
to ensure that coaching sessions were conducted in a way that empowered peer leaders’ learning,
rather than discouraging them.
Promote cross-learning
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, quarterly cross-learning meetings were originally planned between
Girls’ Collectives—including peer leaders—as a mechanism to promote learning, build community, and
strengthen support networks.28 The IMAGINE project drew upon learnings from CARE’s TESFA project in
Ethiopia, which leveraged cross-learning meetings as part of its project activities. This included the
importance of pairing groups together permanently for deeper relationship building, the need for
equitable per diem rates to avoid tension, engaging husbands and other gatekeepers, and identifying
facilitators with strong skills in gender, participatory dialogue, and safe spaces.29 Subsequently, the
IMAGINE project developed a session guide for half day cross-learning meetings, which brought
together the same groups over a period of time. Peer leaders were expected to attend all crosslearning events if available, while other girls rotated to ensure everyone had an opportunity to
participate at least once; both per diems and snacks were budgeted to enhance participation. The
initial activities concerned all girls attending the cross-visit session, while the last 2 hours were
specifically earmarked for additional cross-learning and capacity building of peer leaders. This
therefore helped serve as a basis for community building and the collective identification and
resolution of challenges.
Monitor and document learnings
Throughout the peer leadership transition process, mentors continued to collect group-level routine
monitoring data on number of sessions, attendance, and linkage of Girls’ Collectives to health
workers. While a transition to peer-led data collection was discussed, because of low literacy amongst
peer leaders and ongoing mentorship coaching, the project team felt that continued data collection
by mentors would best promote data quality. However, peer leaders and mentors were encouraged to
document learnings and challenges related to the peer leader transition approach, which was
collected during project adaptive management meetings, monthly field facilitator meetings, and field
visits.

28

While the project initially piloted cross learning visits, because of concerns for health and safety due to the onset of the Covid19 pandemic, this activity
was paused for the duration of the project. While other venues for sharing existed, such as the peer leader refresher trainings, based on the extensive
research findings supporting the need for peer leaders to build supportive networks and share learnings, similar project should consider cross-learning
visits where safe and feasible
29
CARE Ethiopia. What We Did, What We Learned: TESFA Cross-Visits Learning Brief. December 2018.
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Cross Learning Visit Agenda, Session Guide, and Additional Peer Leader Coaching
Copy of Girls’ Collective cross-learning visit agenda, including supplemental peer leader crosslearning activities.
Target audience: Married and unmarried adolescent girls 15-19
Languages: English (French available upon request)

Peer Leader Supportive Supervision Checklist
Provides a copy of a checklist for use by mentors to identify peer leader strengths and areas of
improvement to guide coaching sessions.
Target audience: Married and unmarried adolescent girls 15-19
Languages: English (French available upon request)

Key Challenges and Learning
As part of the project’s commitment to documenting learnings, information on its peer leadership
approach was collected through adaptive management meetings, routine monitoring (including
supportive supervision documentation), and qualitative feedback.
Key challenges identified during the peer leader process included peer leader drop-out due to
migration, marriage, or refusal by parents or husbands to allow for peer leader participation. In the
case of family disapproval, field facilitators engaged key stakeholders such as village chiefs or
influential community leaders along with households directly to advocate for peer leaders’ continued
participation. In the case of Bangladesh, the four-month pause in field activities due to COVID-19 also
led to an extended gap between the initial peer leader training and the peer leader refresher training,
limiting peer leaders’ ability to follow the progressive shadowing, co-facilitation, and facilitation
approach. In response, the timeline for the peer leadership transition was extended in Bangladesh to
allow for adequate supervised co-facilitation and group facilitation, and key topics were revisited
during ongoing refresher training sessions.
Key successes and learnings included the importance of the observation and co-facilitation approach
in order to build peer leaders’ comfort with the curriculum content, including for peer leaders with
limited literacy. Facilitators also pointed to the importance of an image-based curriculum with
simplified text as essential for supporting peer leader comprehension of key topics and activities.
With appropriate coaching and co-facilitation opportunities, nearly all girls were able to facilitate
without peer leader support, although it was particularly difficult for peer leaders in nomadic
communities due to both extremely low literacy and frequent absences.
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Conclusion
The IMAGINE project’s peer leadership approach supported girls’ successful transition from
participants to facilitators of autonomous, independently managed Girls’ Collectives. While the peer
leadership process was designed specifically for girl-led programming in Niger and Bangladesh, the
lessons, resources, and tools can be adapted to support peer leadership approaches across settings.
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Annex 1: Peer Leader Selection Activity Guide
Peer Leader Selection Activity: Week 1 (30 minutes)
This activity should take place as part of the regular girls’ collective sessions.
SAY: A few weeks ago, we talked about what it means to be a caring leader and how all of us can work
to create change in our families and communities.
ASK: Who can give me an example of someone in this community who is a leader?
[Answers may include: religious authorities, heath care workers, people in the government/elders,
others. Make sure to emphasize to participants that, while these people all may exhibit leadership,
each and every person has leadership potential…including everyone in this room!]
SAY: These are all great examples—all of these people, as well as everyone here today, act as leaders
in their community. Today, we are going to think more about how we can be leaders within and
outside of this group.
ASK: To start, I want us to think about the people we just mentioned who are leaders in our
community. What makes them a good leader?
[Solicit answers: if girls are having trouble answering this question, ask what words they might use to
describe the people they mentioned to a friend. Answers might include: intelligence, respect,
timeliness, caring, confidence, timeliness, etc.]
SAY: Good leaders can set an example for everyone, including us. I have been facilitating for the past
few months, but ultimately, this group will be led by each and everyone one of you! To do that, we will
need what we call “peer leaders.” Who can tell me what a peer leader is?
[pause for responses]
A peer leader is someone from within a group of people who assumes the role of the facilitator and
leader of the group. While she may facilitate the group and help keep it organized, it’s important to
note that a peer leader is just one of the many people who make a group successful. For a group to
succeed, it depends on each and every one of its group members.
For this group, we will work together to choose two initial peer leaders: one married girl and one
unmarried girl, who will help each other lead this group in future months. These leaders will be
responsible for facilitating the sessions, meaning they will do what I am doing now—help to organize
and present future sessions of this group. They will also play an important role in making sure that
the group functions harmoniously by resolving questions, sharing resources, and working with the
community. This group will start by selecting two leaders to facilitate future sessions.
Today, I want us to begin to think of what characteristics and traits we might want to see in the people
who will lead this group in the future. With 2 or 3 partners, I want you to write or draw requirements
and characteristics that you feel would be important for the people that we nominate to lead this
group. To do this, you may wish to think about what things you admire in leaders in your community.
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With your partners, make a list or series of drawings describing these characteristics. For example, if
you think that “timeliness” is an important trait, you may wish to draw a picture of a watch or a phone.
I will give you 5 minutes to create some initial ideas, and then we will discuss together.
DO: After 5 minutes, bring the group back together and have girls share their lists. Write or draw the
characteristics they describe on a piece of flipchart paper. If girls do not mention the following
characteristics, make sure to bring them up:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Availability: The person should be available weekly or bi-weekly for sessions and 3 initial
trainings.
Public speaking: The person should feel comfortable talking in front of this group. She should
also be comfortable talking about sensitive topics, such as sexuality.
Responsible: The person should be able to complete tasks on time and take ownership of
tasks that need to be completed. She should also be timely.
Trustworthy: The person should be able to respect the confidentiality of the sessions. She
does not share other people’s private information.
Respect: This person treats everyone with kindness, including people who may have a
different opinion than her.
Basic literacy: The person should feel comfortable reading the curriculum to facilitate the
session.
Passion: This person cares about this group and making it successful and wants to be a peer
leader!

SAY: That was a really great list. Before we finish this activity, I want to share more about what the
responsibilities of a peer leader will be and how we will choose a leader as a group.
Next week, we will nominate peer leaders. You may choose to nominate someone else in the group, or
you can even nominate yourself. We must nominate at least one married girl without children or not
currently pregnant and one unmarried girl, since our group will have two co-leaders who will run the
group in the future – it is important to have both a married and unmarried girl so as to represent a
diversity of experience and perspective. If you are nominated, you can choose to accept or reject your
nomination; just because you are nominated does not mean you have to agree to be part of the
elections. Once everyone has nominated a list of people for this responsibility, those nominated will
prepare a short election speech on why they should become a peer leader.
Becoming a peer leader can teach you important skills. This includes things like talking in front of a
group, being a leader in your community, and managing challenges or conflict. These are all skills that
may help you in other areas of your life. You will also learn more about the curriculum and receive
support from myself as you learn how to be a peer leader.
It is important to know that being a peer leader can also be a time commitment. The peer leaders will
need to be present for as many sessions as possible. She will participate in 3, 1-day trainings that will
take place over a 6-month period. She will also be responsible for shadowing me for 6 months and
eventually helping me co-facilitate before taking over the group. She will complete additional
activities with me to build her skillset and make sure she is prepared to help lead this group. She may
also attend meetings with other peer leaders.
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Between this week and our next session, I want you to think about who you might want to represent
this group. If you are interested in participating, I would also encourage you to talk to your family or
husband and also think about any questions you might have for me. Next week, the group will
nominate potential co-leaders. Keep in mind that, when you nominate someone, I will ask you why
you are nominating them—what characteristics do they have that make them a good leader?
ASK: What questions do you have?
Peer Leader Selection Activity: Week 2 (20 minutes)
SAY: Last week, we talked about leadership and the qualities we wanted to see in a leader. Can
anyone remind me of some of the qualities we wanted to see in a peer leader for this group?
[Using the list generated last week, briefly review some of the characteristics of a good girls’ collective
leader]
SAY: Today, we are going to nominate potential leaders of our girls’ collective. Keep in mind that the
collective will be facilitated by two leaders—one currently married girl and one currently unmarried
girl. They will work together as partners to lead the group.
Today, I will ask members of the group to nominate people they think fit the leadership qualities we
just described. You may nominate yourself or another member of the group.
We will likely nominate many people today, but for this first peer leader cycle, two girls will ultimately
lead the group. Different people will have the opportunity to become peer leaders in future years, so
if you are not nominated or selected as a peer leader, don’t give up. Remember, as we’ve discussed,
there are many ways to be a leader, and all of us in these groups can be leaders in our communities
and help support this group. You may also wish to participate as a “guest facilitator of the day.” This
means that, for a single session or activity, you will work alongside the peer leaders to prepare and
lead the discussion or activity. Anyone in the group may become a guest facilitator for the day.
Finally, just because you are nominated does not mean you have to become a peer leader. If you are
nominated, you may wish to ask yourself:
•
•

Am I AVAILABLE to lead this group over the next year, including participating in three trainings?
Will this support or take away from other goals and responsibilities I may have?
Am I INTERESTED in leading this group over the next year? Do I want this added responsibility,
and am I prepared to spend time supporting this group?

It is absolutely ok if you feel you do not have the time and/or interest in becoming a peer leader.
Being honest with yourself and the group will ultimately help us ensure that whoever leads this group
has the availability and passion to co-lead. So if you are nominated but do not wish to be considered
for selection as peer leader, please see me after this session and I will remove you from this list.
Keep in mind we will not be voting on leaders today, just nominating leaders to create a list. Next
week, we will vote on our peer leaders.
ASK: Before we start the nomination process, what questions do you have about the peer leader
process, timing, etc.?
[answer any questions related to peer leadership process]
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DO: On a piece of flipchart, write “Nominations: Unmarried Girls” and “Nominations: Married Girls.”
Ask the girls to raise their hand and make nominations. For each nomination, ask why this person was
nominated. Write everyone nominated on the list. After the list is complete, remind girls that any
nominated girl may choose not to participate in next week’s election—she can speak to you after the
session, and you will remove her from the list. For those participating in next week’s election, ask
them to prepare a one-minute speech explaining why they should be elected.
Peer Leader Selection Activity: Week 3 (20 minutes)
SAY: Last week, we nominated potential peer leaders for our group. To remind you, we will select one
currently married girl and one unmarried girl to facilitate our group in the future. Can someone
remind me again what qualities this group wants to see in a leader?
[Using the list generated during the first week, briefly review some of the characteristics of a good
girls’ collective leader]
SAY: We’ve asked each person nominated to give a quick, 1-minute speech with some information on
why they feel they would be a good peer leader. Everyone will give a speech, and then afterwards, we
will vote on who will become our new peer leaders. Are there any questions before we begin?
[Girls should make their election speech]
SAY: It seems like we have many well qualified people who wish to lead this group! As a reminder, if
you are not selected today, know that you will still have opportunities to participate in the future. This
includes being “guest facilitator of the day.” Everyone (nominated or unnominated) can participate as
a guest facilitator in the future if they wish. This group may also wish to choose new facilitators after a
certain time.
Now, we are going to vote on peer leaders. I want you to keep in mind the qualities of a good
facilitator and who you feel might best represent these. I would like everyone to close their eyes. I will
first read a list of UNMARRIED girls. When I say the name of the person you would like to vote for,
quietly raise your hand. Do not open your eyes. You may only vote once.
[Read through the list of nominated unmarried girls—write the total votes for each candidate on a
sheet of paper (do not display this to the group) and circle the person who has the most votes. This
person will be the new unmarried peer leader].
Now, we are going to vote on which MARRIED girl we would like to be our co-facilitator. When I say the
name of the person you would like to vote for, quietly raise your hand. Do not open your eyes. You
may only vote once.
[Read through the list of nominated married girls—write the total votes for each candidate on a sheet
of paper (do not display this to the group) and circle the person who has the most votes. This person
will be the new married peer leader].
DO: Tell all participants to open their eyes. Congratulate all participants for being nominated.
Announce the new peer leaders. Ask the elected peer leaders to see you after the session for next
steps about the training.
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Annex 2: Peer Leader Training Agenda
Training 1: Peer Leaders
Day 1
Time

Session Name

Themes/Objectives
1.) Introduce participants
2.) Brainstorm rules for the training

8:30-9:00

Welcome + Icebreaker

9:00-9:45

What is IMAGINE? What is peer
education?

9:45-10:00

Tea Break

1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Overview of the project + goals
What peer education is
Why use peer education?
Expectations of peer leaders

How to be a Great Facilitator

1.) Review good facilitation
2.) Review good communication practices
3.) Practice communication

11:00-12:30

Leading with my strengths

1.) Brainstorming: what makes a good facilitator?
2.) What is mentorship, and what makes a good
mentor?
3.) Skill building session on leadership
development

12:30-13:30

Lunch

13:30-14:30

Crossing the Line

1.) Explore values around sexuality

14:30-15:45

Understanding the curriculum

1.) Information on the curriculum, its components,
and how to use it

15:45-16:00

Tea Break

16:00-17:00

Introduction to SRHR

1.) Introduction to rights-based SRH
2.) Review of family planning methods

17:00-17:15

Reflections and Closing

1) Reflect on learnings for the day

10:00-11:00

Day 2
Time
8:30-9:15
9:15-10:15

Session Name
Icebreaker: Comfort
Continuum
Review: Exploring
Gender Norms

Themes/Objectives
1.) Reflect about our comfort facilitating sensitive topics
1.) Overview of gender norms
2.) Connection of gender norms with SRHR
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3.) Gender vs. Sex review
10:15-11:00

Answering Difficult
Questions

11:00-11:15

Tea Break

11:15-13:00

Practice Sessions

13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00

15:00-15:15

1.) Learn how to respond to difficult or sensitive questions

1.) Practice using the curriculum

Lunch
Troubleshooting
Difficult Situations

1.) Practice managing challenging participants or group
dynamics

Tea Break

15:15-15:45

Referrals: The Role of
Peer Leaders

1.) Understand the difference between peer educators and
counselors
2.) Understand your responsibilities for referrals

15:45-16:45

Adult and Youth
Partnership: Ground
Rules

1.) Clarification of facilitator roles/responsibilities for
IMAGINE
2.) Creation of facilitator code of conduct
3.) Creation of mentor code of conduct

16:45-17:15

Goal Setting,
Reflections, and Next
Steps

1.) Set goals for yourself
2.) Reflect on what you learned or still need to learn to be a
great facilitator

Refresher Training: Peer Leaders
Time

Session Name
Welcome +
Icebreaker

Themes/Objectives
1.) Icebreaker (leadership race)
2.) Review ground rules from last session

9:30-10:30

Reflections from
Shadowing and CoFacilitation

1.) Reflect on experiences shadowing the facilitator
2.) Reflect on experiences as a co-facilitator

10:30-10:45

Tea Break

10:45-11:45

Technical content
on FP and puberty

8:30-9:30

1) To share information about puberty, including the menstrual
cycle, and adolescent pregnancy
2) To connect content to the rights-based approach to SRHR
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11:45-12:45

Understanding
supportive
supervision

12:45-13:45

Lunch

13:45-14:30

Leadership Obstacle
Course

1) Apply communication and leadership skills and reflect on
leadership style

14:30-15:30

Monitoring our Work

1) Overview of IMAGINE monitoring systems, including the role of
peer leaders

15:30-16:00

Community Building

1.) Explore the peer facilitator’s role in the larger community,
including engaging stakeholders and handling
backlash/challenges

16:00-16:15

Tea break

16:15-17:00

Setting an Example
for Others

1) Recognizing/encouraging leadership of others
2) Planning for sustainability/handover for future peer leaders
3) How to be a good mentor

17:00-17:15

Next steps

1) Review transition to full peer leadership model

1) Giving/receiving feedback
2) Sharing information about the supportive supervision process
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Annex 3: Initial Peer Leader Training30

30

The main references used to develop this training include: FHI 360. YPEER. Youth Peer Education Toolkit: Training of Trainers. 2005; Feven Mekuria,
Social Analysis and Action (SAA) Global Implementation Manual, CARE, 2018; Turner, Katherine L. and Kimberly Chapman Page. 2008. Abortion attitude
transformation: A values clarification toolkit for global audiences. Chapel Hill, NC, Ipas.
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Annex 5: Peer Leader Refresher Training31

31

The main references used to develop this training include: .; CARE. Tipping Point Technical Brief: Girl-led Activism and Structured Allyship. 2019; CARE.
Facilitator’s Manual for Structured Allyship to Girl-Led Activism: CARE’s Tipping Point Phase 2. 2019; FHI 360. YPEER. Youth Peer Education Toolkit: Training
of Trainers. 2005; Feven Mekuria, Social Analysis and Action (SAA) Global Implementation Manual. CARE, 2018; CDC. Frequently Asked Questions. 2019.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html; CDC. How to Store and Wash Masks. 2020. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preventgetting-sick/how-to-wash-cloth-face-coverings.html; CDC. How to Wear Masks. 2020. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-gettingsick/how-to-wear-cloth-face-coverings.html; CDC. When and How to Wash Your Hands. 2020. https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/when-howhandwashing.html; UNICEF. Everything you need to know about washing your hands to protect against coronavirus (COVID-19). 2020.
https://www.unicef.org/coronavirus/everything-you-need-know-about-washing-your-hands-protect-against-coronavirus-covid-19; WHO. Infection
Prevention and Control. 2020. https://www.who.int/gpsc/clean_hands_protection/en/; GOARN. Risk Communication and Community Engagement (RCCE)
Coordination Working Group. COVID-19 Planning Guide for Adapting Risk Communication and Community Engagement as Public Health and Social
Measures Shift: With Safety Tips for Conducting Community Meetings. July 7 2020.
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Annex 5: Mentor Training Agenda
Training 1
2.5 hours
Time

Session Name

30 minutes

Overview of peer education
approach

1 hour

1 hour

Themes/Objectives

Peer education training and
mentorship process /
expectations
Successful Mentorship and
adult-youth partnership
(Part I)

What is peer leadership? What is it not?
What is its role in IMAGINE?
Explain the peer leader selection process/activity
Explain the shadowing process, co-leadership process,
timeline
Values clarification
Introduction to adult-youth partnership
Mentorship tips/resources

Training 2
3 hours
Time

Session Name

Themes/Objectives

1 hour

Providing Constructive
Feedback

1) Review of feedback techniques for mentorship

1 hour

Using Mentorship Activity
Sheets

1) Overview of facilitator-peer leader activity sheets

Peer Leader-Mentor CoFacilitation Agreement

1) Collectively develop guidelines/expectations for
peer leaders and field facilitators

1 hour

Training 3
2.5 hours
Time

Session Name

Themes/Objectives

1 hour

Clarifying Expectations

1) Revisit/clarify expectations for facilitators during
transition period.

1 hour

Overview of supportive
supervision and monitoring
systems

1) Review supportive supervision process
2) Review monitoring process for peer leaders

30 minutes

Timeline and Next Steps

1) Share timeline and upcoming milestones for
transition to peer leadership.
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Annex 6: Mentorship Trainings32

32

FHI 360. YPEER. Youth Peer Education Toolkit: Training of Trainers. 2005; Population Council. Making the Most of Mentors: Recruitment, Training, and
Support of Mentors for Adolescent Girl Programming. 2019.
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Annex 7: Mentorship Activity Packet
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Mentor-Mentee Co-Facilitation Agreement
Directions
1) Each peer leader should fill out pages 2-3 (may be filled out verbally or in writing).
2) Each mentor should individually fill out page 4.
3) During a shadowing session or meeting, peer leaders should share with mentors their responses for
pages 2-3. Mentors should share with peer leaders their responses from page 4. Together, peer leaders
and mentors should work collaboratively to fill out pages 5-6.
TO BE FILLED OUT BY PEER LEADERS
My role:
1.

As a peer leader, I feel most knowledgeable/confident about the following curriculum topics or skills

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________. I would like extra help with_____________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. One thing I hope to accomplish as a peer leader is _______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
3. When receiving constructive feedback, I like it when _____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________, but I do not like it when
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
4. My responsibilities as a peer leader are….
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Co-Peer Leader
5. I expect that my fellow co-peer leader will…
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
6. When working with my co-peer leader, I will….
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Mentorship
7.

The skills that I would like my mentor to teach me are:

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
8. Qualities I admire in a mentor are:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
9. If I experience conflict or challenges with either my mentor or peer co-leader, I will…
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
10. My mentor’s responsibilities are….
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE MENTOR/FACILITATOR
My Role
1. One thing I hope to accomplish as a mentor is __________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
2. I will demonstrate my commitment to adult-youth partnership by __________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
3. My responsibilities as a mentor are ___________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Working with Peer Leaders
4. Qualities I admire in a peer leader are _________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
5. I will build trust with peer leaders by __________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
6. If I experience conflict or challenges with my mentees, I will ______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
7. Peer leaders’ responsibilities are _____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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TO BE FILLED OUT JOINTLY BY THE PEER LEADERS AND FACILITATOR
Objectives
Together, we hope to achieve:
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

To accomplish this we will:
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Responsibilities of the peer leaders are…
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Responsibilities of the mentor are…
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Frequency of Meetings
We will meet before each girls’ collective meeting to discuss __________________________________
And after each girls’ collective meeting to discus ____________________________________________
In addition, we will attempt to meet at least _____________ time(s) each month. If we cannot attend a
scheduled meeting, we agree to notify one another in advance.
We agree that we will not be more than ____________ minutes late. If I know I will arrive later than that, I will
contact my teammates in advance.
Preparedness
Prior to co-facilitating a session, peer facilitators will come prepared by _________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ and
mentors will come prepared by ______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Prior to a shadowing session, peer facilitators will come prepared by____________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ and
mentors will _________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Confidentiality
We agree that any sensitive issues that we discuss, including information about specific participants, will be
held in confidence.
Contacts
Name: ___________________My contact information is: _____________________________________ and I can be
reached on ________________________(insert preferred days) between the hours of ______________________
Name: ___________________My contact information is: _____________________________________ and I can be
reached on ________________________(insert preferred days) between the hours of ______________________
Name: ___________________My contact information is: _____________________________________ and I can be
reached on ________________________(insert preferred days) between the hours of ______________________
Conduct
If we feel that either a peer leader, mentor, or both are not respecting this agreement, we will
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
________
We agree to the rules set forth above. We will revisit this agreement every ________________________ and make
changes as necessary.
Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _________________________________

Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _________________________________

Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _________________________________
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Facilitation Support: Lesson Planning Guide
Instructions:
Together, go over the following steps. You should complete this template verbally, along with peer leaders,
every time you facilitate a session during the co-facilitation period. Encourage peer leaders to follow this same
process when groups transition to a full peer-led model.
•
•
•
•

•

Step 0: Before meeting, each person should read through the session, marking any words or sentence
that are confusing or unclear.
Step 1: Discuss any words or concepts that are unclear together. Make sure each person understands
the key messages, questions, and activities for each session.
Step 2: Using the guidance below, assign a person to each page. This person will be responsible for
facilitating this content.
Step 3: Using the guidance below, each person should review the key messages/questions/activities
they are responsible for. In case a page does not have an activity or an activity needs to be modified,
they should also write or draw their plan for sharing this information.
Step 4: Agree upon what materials or equipment, if any, is needed.

Lesson Planning Guide
Session Name: ___________________________________________
Total page length: _______ pages
Session Duration: _______ minutes
Each page contains key messages. Looking across all key messages in the session, how would you describe the
main ideas you want someone participating in this session to learn?

Describe who will facilitate each page of the session.
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
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Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
What activity will each person use to share information on their page(s)? If there is an activity listed, how will
you use or change this? If no activity is listed, how will you share the key messaging and questions?
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
Page ___ :
What materials are needed for this session?

What prep work, if any, needs to be completed before leading this session?
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Facilitation Support: Co-Facilitation33
Why co-facilitate? There are many benefits to co-facilitation. These include:
• It allows one person to present, while the other person supports her partner. Partners can divide the
material to let them use their individual strengths and have their own moment in the spotlight.
• Co-facilitators provide diversity in voices, presentation styles, and energy levels.
• No one, no matter how well educated or skilled, has a talent for or knows about everything. Working as
a team allows each person to contribute.
• Two facilitators can manage a group better than one. The second person can help notice whether
people seem to understand the material. The co-facilitator can also help hand out materials and can
assist in monitoring discussions when participants have been separated into small groups. Finally, a
co-facilitator can also handle problems with the physical environment, latecomers, and phone calls.
Activity: Co-Facilitation Quiz
As a group, circle ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ for each question. If you and your co-facilitators have different opinions,
pause, discuss, and agree on a response together.
1. When I am talking, I do not mind if my co-facilitator interrupts me to make an important point: Agree or
Disagree?
2. I find it distracting when a co-facilitator is doing activities while I facilitate, such as explaining what the
group is doing to latecomers: Agree or Disagree?
3. When my co-facilitator makes a mistake while facilitating, it is okay for me to correct her in front of the
group: Agree or Disagree?
4. The way to let your co-facilitator know that you have something to say is to raise your hand: Agree or
Disagree?
5. I would feel more comfortable working together to co-facilitate a session, as opposed to taking turns
facilitating the full session on our own with my co-facilitator: Agree or Disagree?
Co-Facilitation Quiz Debrief
After completing the quiz, discuss the following questions.
1. What did you find out about co-facilitating by doing this activity?
2. What could be challenging about co-facilitating with a partner?
3. How could you overcome these challenges?
4. What other “norms” or practices should we agree upon together before we co-facilitate?
Co-facilitation Tips:
• Do go over with your co-facilitator what you will each be covering before you start a session. Be clear
who is doing what and in what time frame.
• Do be on time. Be early enough to decide how you and your partner want to arrange the room.
• Do be responsible for your own time. Don’t ask your co-facilitator to watch the clock and signal to you
when your time is up.
• Do start and end on time. If you run out of time and you haven’t covered all that you were supposed to,
stop where you are and do better next time.
• Do contribute to your partner’s leadership. Don’t interrupt or challenge. Wait to be invited to speak by
your co-facilitator. You can talk to participants when it is your turn to present – to give correct
information or add what you know about the subject.
33

Adapted from “Youth Peer Education Toolkit,” YPEER and FHI360.
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Communication Skills
Activity: Speakers and Listeners
Explain that you are going to do an activity that allows peer leaders to practice their communication skills.
Before you begin, ask peer leaders to reflect upon what makes someone a good communicator. Afterwards,
conduct the following activity.
1.

Have peer leaders sit down back-to-back. Hand one peer leader a pen and piece of paper and ask her
to close her eyes. Tell her she is not allowed to speak in this exercise, only to listen.
2. Give the peer leader whose eyes are open a small object (plant, coin, bar of soap, etc.). Explain that her
task is to explain to her partner how to draw this exact object without saying the name of the object
and without looking at her partner’s piece of paper.
3. Give the peer leaders 5 minutes to complete this activity. Then allow the peer leader who is drawing to
open her eyes and show her piece of paper to her partner.
4. Have peer leaders switch roles and repeat the activity.

Discussion Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What kinds of instructions were helpful when you had your eyes closed? What kinds of instructions
were less helpful?
How did you feel when you were giving your partner instructions, but they were not able to talk to you?
How do you think your drawing might have been different if you had been allowed to talk to your
partner?
Explain that this exercise can show that it can be easy to misunderstand or misinterpret things as a
listener. What can the speaker do to make sure her communication is as clear and helpful as possible?
What did you learn about yourself as a leader? How does this activity relate to the roles of speakers
and listeners in your girls’ collective?
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Facilitation Skills
Activity: Creative Facilitation
As a facilitator, you will need to think creatively about how you will communicate key messages and questions
in an engaging way. Some pages in the curriculum come with ideas on activities you can do with your group;
other pages only contain information on key messages and questions. That means it is up to you to decide how
you want to share the key messages.
Start by asking peer leaders to brainstorm as many different activities as they can to teach a concept. Some
ideas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organize a debate
Quiz participants on the information
Create a game
Share a story/case study
Have participants write or draw the information
Share the information with participants, then task small groups with coming up with a creative way to
teach the information to other people in their community
Create a skit
Use songs or dance

As you can see, there are many different ways to present information! I’m going to name a page from the
curriculum. For each topic, tell me at least 2 different ways you could present the information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Page 18, Menstruation
Page 36, Steps to using condoms
Page 42, Effectiveness of contraception methods
Page 44, Understanding Family Planning
Page 95, Market Research
Page 113, Promotion

Ask participants to choose one of their ideas from above. Give them 10 minutes to build out the activity they
suggested, then have them lead the other co-peer leader and facilitator through the activity.
Discussion:
•
•
•
•

How can planning how you will share information make you a better facilitator?
How can finding new or creative ways to present information help to engage participants in our groups?
What activities to people in your community especially like? Are there opportunities to use these
activities when you lead sessions?
How can you use what you learned today when completing your lesson planning?
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Conflict Resolution & Problem Solving
Conflict is a natural part of relationships and, if handled correctly, can make our relationships or groups
stronger. Understanding what to do when we experience a conflict can help us make good decisions. There are
two ways to react to a conflict: constructively, which helps lead to problem solving, or destructively, which can
lead to more conflict.
For example, let’s pretend Hadja and Amina disagree over how to facilitate a session. Hadja wants to play a
game, while Amina wants to hold a debate.
• A constructive response would be if Hadja decides to talk to Amina to understand why she wants to do
a debate. Together, they decide they will do a debate for this session and a game next session.
• A destructive response would be if Hadja decides to yell at Amina, and when it is her turn to speak
during the session, cuts her off and leads the group through a game.
Discussion Questions
1. How do you think Amina and Hadja feel if they use a constructive response?
2. How do you think Amina and Hadja feel if they use a destructive response?
3. Is it always easy to do come up with a constructive response when you are in a conflict with someone?
Why or why not?
Activity
For each of the scenarios, name at least one constructive response and one destructive response.
• Mia, your co-facilitator, shows up unprepared to a session she is supposed to facilitate. Because she
did not prepare, the session is awkward, difficult, and the participants do not seem to be having fun.
• One girl from your collective, Amanda, is always criticizing how you facilitate.
• A religious leader in your community becomes upset at you for teaching information on family planning
to other girls.
• One girl from your collective, Armina, is always late for the session. When she shows up, she appears
bored and uninterested.
Another important part of conflict resolution is problem-solving. There are four steps to solving a problem:
explaining the problem, considering all options, choosing an option and explaining why, and implementing your
solution. Following these steps can help us come up with good solutions.
1) Explain the problem
2) Brainstorm as many solutions as possible. For each solution, think about its strengths and weaknesses. It
may help to organize your thoughts in a table like this:
Solution

Strengths

1.
2.
3.
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Weaknesses

3) Choose an option and explain why
4) Explain how you will implement your solution
Activity
Ask peer leaders to think about the following scenarios. They should complete the four steps of problem solving
for each bullet.
• Some girls have stopped coming to your girls’ collective sessions. When you ask them why, they
explain, “We liked it better when we had a real facilitator instead.”
• Your co-facilitator is supposed to facilitate the session on puberty. However, the morning before the
meeting, she tells you she is sick and can’t lead the session.
• A girl’s mother-in-law approaches you. She explains she is angry that the group talks about delaying
first birth and that she will no longer allow her daughter-in-law to attend.
• You are leading a session. One of the girls, who is sitting in the back, is talking very loudly to her friend
about how bored she is.
• Your group cannot agree on a time to meet. Some girls want to meet in the afternoon, while others
prefer the morning.
Discussion Questions:
1. What types of conflicts do you think may be most common in your girls’ collectives?
2. For each conflict you mentioned, what are some solutions? (Encourage girls to follow the steps to
problem solving)
3. Who can you ask for support, if needed?
4. How can you help prevent conflicts before they happen?
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Referral Mapping
One important role of a peer leader is to provide referrals. Referral skills are the ability to judge whether a
person needs more extensive help or services than you can provide and to get the necessary information about
where and how to obtain these additional services. Most commonly, people need referrals for health, social,
and legal services.
Your job is to know where people can go to get the services they need. Remember, your job is to provide
information and support. It is up to the individual person to decide whether or not to seek services. Never
force or coerce someone to seek services.
Work together with your mentor and members of your community to list information for the nearest health
facility. If asked about services for reproductive health or gender-based violence, offer to provide participants
with information from this packet.

Where is the closest facility where adolescents access family planning and other reproductive health
services?
Type of
Services

District

Upazilla

Belgachha or Punchgacci
Unions

Facility:

Facility:

Facility:

Services Offered:

Services Offered:

Services Offered:

Location:

Location:

Location:

Focal point and Contact
number:

Focal point and Contact
number:

Focal point and Contact
number:

Information (fees,
hours, etc.):

Information (fees,
hours, etc.):

Information (fees,
hours, etc.):
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Where can adolescents experiencing gender-based violence get help?
Type of
Support

District

Upazilla

Physical
Health
Supports
Legal Aid
Mental
Health /
Psychosocial
Support
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Belgachha or Punchgacci
Unions

Annex 8: Cross Learning Visit Agenda, Session Guide, and Additional Peer
Leader Coaching
Each quiz competition event will bring together representatives from 2-3 girls’ collective groups every 6
months. For cohesion, the two groups exchanging should consistently be paired together each cross-learning
visit. The cross-learning visit should be facilitated by IMAGINE CADEL staff. Other stakeholders, such as
government officials, may be invited.
Draft Agenda
Time
9:00-9:30
9:30-10:30
10:30-10:45
10:45-11:30
11:30-12:30
12:30-13:20
13:10-13:25

Activity
Welcome + Ice Breaker
Our Collectives
Tea and snacks
Quiz Competition
Learning from Each Other
Sharing our Action Planning Experiences
Closing

Welcome (30 minutes)
DO: Welcome the girls and stakeholders to the meeting. Briefly explain about the IMAGINE project if external
stakeholders are present. Have a representative or representatives from the girls’ collective hosting the
meeting say a special welcome. Allow the visiting girls’ collective members to speak as well.
DO: Explain that today, we are together to learn from one another. But before you begin to talk about what we
will accomplish today, the group will do an icebreaker to get to know one another.
[Facilitator note: you may wish to choose one of the icebreakers below or another popular local icebreaker]
• Divide people into small groups of 3-4 people. Tell groups to ask questions to discover how many
things they have in common. The group who discovers the most things in common wins. Afterwards,
have each group share what they have in common with the rest of the group. When someone hears
something they have in common with a group, they should raise their hand.
• Divide participants into two groups. Ask each group to line up according to the following
characteristics. Whichever group lines up first wins a point.
o Height, from smallest to tallest.
o Shoe size, from smallest to largest.
o Alphabetical first names (A-Z).
o Shirt color, from light to dark.

Our Collectives (1 hour)
SAY: Today, we have an opportunity to come together to talk about our experiences participating in a girls’
collective. While we’re from two different groups, I hope you will realize that we have a lot in common and a lot
to learn from one another! Even though we are separate groups, we are both working towards the same goal:
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improving the health and happiness of girls in our community, including the ability of girls to wait until they are
physically, financially, and emotionally ready to have children. We are going to start by talking about some of
our impressions participating in a girls’ collective.
Activity: Successes and Challenges (20 minutes)
DO: Have participants find a partner (ideally from a different girls’ collective, if possible). Have them answer the
following questions:
• What is one thing you like about participating in a girls’ collective?
• What is one thing that is challenging about participating in a girls’ collective? How can this become less
of a challenge for you or your group?
Once people have finished the exercise with one partner, have them find a different partner and repeat the
activity, sharing what they discussed with their first partner.
Activity: How are we similar? How are we different? (35 minutes)
DO: Explain to girls that they are going to play a game to determine how similar or different each girls’
collective is. You will read out a series of statements. If girls think it is true, girls should run to the left. If it is
false, girls should run to the right. After each question, ask one or two participants to share why they decided
the statement was “true” or “false.”
[Facilitator note—it is okay if girls are split for questions around perceptions. Acknowledge that a collective is
made of many people, and it’s okay for groups to have different opinions.]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our girls’ collective has a cool name.
Our girls’ collective has more than 15 people in it.
Our girls’ collective meets in the morning.
Our girls’ collective is working on an action plan.
Our girls’ collective is respected in our community.
Sometimes, we experience challenges or need advice in our girls’ collective.
Our girls’ collective supports one another.

DO: Explain that you will repeat this same activity, but instead of answering the question about your group, you
will answer the question about yourself. Remember, if a statement is true, you should run to the left. If it is
false, you should run to the right. After each question, ask one or two participants to share why they decided
the statement was “true” or “false.”
(Facilitator note—encourage the girls to answer honestly and for them to listen to one another. Encourage girls
to practice active listening).
•
•
•
•
•

I prefer business sessions over health sessions.
I have not learned anything new since participating in a girls’ collective.
Now that I am in a girls’ collective, I feel more respected in my community.
I would not recommend that other girls participate in a girls’ collective like mine.
I feel like I can talk more easily to my husband or family about my health.
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•
•
•

One day, I hope to have my own business, finish school, or go back to school.
Now that I am in a girls’ collective, I feel more confident.
There are topics that I wish we talked about more in our girls’ collective.

SAY: Was anyone surprised by how much you or your groups had in common? Why or why not? How can
learning from one another help improve our groups?

Tea and snacks (15 minutes)
DO: Provide tea and snacks to participants. Allow them to socialize, stretch, and use the restroom before
reconvening.

Quiz Competition (35 minutes)
Rules of the Competition (5 minutes)
•
•

DO: Divide girls into two groups; they may wish to stay together as a collective or you may mix
groups. Have each group nominate a spokesperson. Have each group share their team name.
SAY: Explain that the quiz competition will test girls’ knowledge of the things they learned
participating in girls’ collective sessions. Explain to the groups that you will ask each group a
question (for a total of 50 questions: 25 for each group). They will receive one point per correct
answer. Whichever group has the most points will win. Explain that the spokesperson will
share the correct answer on behalf of the group; she should talk to everyone in the group
before sharing a final answer.

Quiz Questions (30 minutes)
Alternate asking questions between each group. If the group does not guess the correct answer,
explain the correct answer. See Annex 1 for a full list of questions.

Learning from Each Other (1 hour)
Activity: Q & A (30 minutes)
DO: Explain to girls that today is an opportunity to learn from one another. Divide participants into groups
depending on the collective they are in. Explain to each group that you will give them 10 minutes to come up
with questions to ask the other group. This could have to do with their rules, what their meetings are like, their
favorite sessions or activities, how the community feels about the girls’ group, or any advice you might like.
Then, each group will have approximately 15 minutes to ask the other group questions. If girls run out of
questions, ask each group the following:
• What is one thing you’ve changed in your girls’ collective that has made it more successful? (This could
include rules, facilitation, meeting time and place, content, etc.)
• What’s one thing your group would like to do differently once you transition to peer leaders?
• Have they noticed changes in their community since girls’ collective groups started?
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Activity: Sharing Advice (30 minutes)
DO: Divide into new small groups or 4-5 people where all participants are from the same collective. Give small
groups a sheet of paper and markers or a pen. Have them write or draw advice they would give to other girls’
collectives. Have participants share their advice with the full group. Encourage girls’ collectives to exchange
sheets and share with the rest of their collective.

Sharing our Action Planning Experiences (40 minutes)
Activity: Overview of Group Action Plans (10 minutes)
DO: Have a representative or several representatives from each girls’ collectives share information about her
group’s action plan. This should include:
• Activities (including what has already been done / still needs to be done)
• Implementors
• Timeline
• Resources
Activity: Moving our Action Plans Forward (30 minutes)
DO: Have participants divide into small groups of approximately 4-5 people. Assign each group a question:
• What challenges have you experienced in trying to implement your action plan? How have you
addressed these challenges?
• What successes have you had in trying to implement your action plan? What made them successful?
• How are people in the community reacting to your action plan? How are you working with people in
your community who support your action plan? How are you dealing with people who do not support
your action plan?
• What advice would you like from other girls’ collectives in creating and implementing action plans in
your communities?
• What are ways you can work together across your girl groups/villages to achieve goals in your group’s
action plan?
• [If community/government leaders are in attendance] What would you ask of the community and
government leaders who are here today? What would you like to see them do to support your girl group
and girls in your community?
Give groups 5-10 minutes to brainstorm answers to their questions. Then, have each group share what they
talked about with the larger group.

Closing (15 minutes)
Activity: Closing Reflections (10 minutes)
SAY: Today, we came together to learn more about each other’s girls’ collective. We will continue to see each
other during future quiz competitions and continue learning exchanges between our groups. Even though we
are separate groups, we are both working towards the same goal: improving the health and happiness of girls
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in our community, including the ability of girls to wait until they are physically, financially, and emotionally
ready to have children.
ASK: What is one thing you learned today? What is one thing that surprised you today? How will you use what
you learned today in your girls’ collective?
Activity: Closing Song (5 minutes)
DO: Thank participants for attending. Close with a familiar song or have groups perform a girls’ collective song,
if they have one.

Peer Leader Meeting Agenda and Curriculum
After the end of the regular cross-learning agenda, the four peer leaders should come together to complete the
following activities:
Draft Agenda
Time
13:25-14:00
14:00-14:30
14:30-15:30
15:30-16:00

Activity
Lunch
Leadership obstacle course
Problem solving in our groups
Supporting each other

Obstacle Course Challenge (30 minutes)
DO: Prior to beginning the session, design an “obstacle course” by placing objects (large stones, books, chairs,
etc.) between the peer leaders and a “finish line” a distance about 5-10 meters away.
DO: Welcome peer leaders to the peer leader cross-learning meeting. Thank them for participating. Make sure
that each peer leader knows one another; conduct introductions if necessary.
SAY: We are now going to do an activity that allows you to practice your leadership skills.
ASK: What skills does a good leader have? Why is each of these skills important?
DO: Divide the peer leaders into two groups. Have one peer leader close her eyes while she spins in a circle
until she is not aware which direction she is facing. Her eyes should stay shut the remainder of the game.
Explain that the goal is for the peer leader who does not have her eyes closed to help her partner reach the
end of the obstacle course as quickly and safely as possible. Without touching the participant with her eyes
closed, the other peer leader should think of a way to continuously guide her partner to the end of the obstacle
course. The facilitator will time the peer leaders. Whoever helps their partner finish the race as quickly and
safely as possible wins!
SAY: Great job everyone. Now we are going to reflect more about the activity.
•
•

How did you feel when your eyes were closed and your partner was giving you directions? How might
this relate to how participants in your girls’ collective might feel?
How did you feel when you were guiding your partner to the finish line? How does this relate to your
role as a peer leader?
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•

•

What skills did you need to use to help guide your partner? How did you demonstrate these skills in the
activity? Ask peer leaders to brainstorm the skills they used. Make sure they also address the following:
o How was planning important to the exercise?
o How was building trust important to the exercise?
o How was collaboration important to the exercise?
o How were communication skills important to the exercise?
What did you learn about yourself as a leader? How can you use this learning during your peer leader
responsibilities?

Problem Solving in Our Groups (1 hour)
DO: Divide participants in two groups. Explain to participants that they are going to play a game.
SAY: In the girls’ collective curriculum, we learned about how important it was to consider all of our options to
have a successful life and business. We can also use this strategy to fix challenges we may be having as a group
or ways we can use our power as a group to solve challenges in our community. I am going to read a statement
of a common challenge some girls’ collectives may have. Your job is to come up with all possible solutions.
Each team will take turns providing an answer—I will give each team no more than 30 seconds after I read a
question to come up with an answer. We will keep doing this until a team can no longer come up with a new
option. Then, the other team will then receive a point.
Note: make sure to rotate which group answers first for equality. After each question, ask, “Now that we have
considered all our options, which option(s) seem best to resolve this challenge? Why?”
•
•
•
•
•

People in the community are gossiping about girls in the collective, explaining that they find the groups
to be too secretive.
A girl in the collective wants to access family planning, but she does not have enough money for
transportation to the health facility.
Some husbands will not let their wives attend the girls’ collective.
In the girls’ groups, some participants are unfriendly or unwelcoming to other participants.
In recent months, attendance has decreased in a girls’ collective.

SAY: Often, we have to follow a similar process as peer leaders to resolve problems in our groups. As we
discussed during our peer leader training, an important step in problem-solving is brainstorming as many
options as possible and thinking about the strengths and weaknesses of each approach.
ASK: Encourage the peer leaders to answer the following questions:
• Can anyone share some examples of problems you have experienced in your girls’ collective groups?
• Can anyone share some examples of problems you have successfully resolved in your groups? How?
• Can you share some examples of problems you are still having in your group but have not yet resolved?
Does anyone have advice on how you could fix this problem?
• Do our groups experience similar problems? How can supporting one another make both of our groups
stronger?
Supporting Each Other (30 minutes)
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DO: Ask for a volunteer to help you co-facilitate the session. With your volunteer, lead a conversation around
how peer leaders will work together and support one another. Encourage peer leaders to answer the following
questions and come up with my questions of their own:
•
•
•

What questions or information do will still want to learn from one another?
How could we benefit from supporting each other? (Encourage girls to think about action planning,
practicing curriculum sessions, solving challenges, and community engagement)
Are we communicating with each other regularly (either in-person or remotely)? If not, do we want to
do so? How will we communicate, about what, and how often?

DO: Thank the peer leaders for attending the meeting. Ask if they have any final questions or reflections.
Wrap-up the meeting, summarizing any agreed-upon next-steps.

Appendix : Quiz Competition Questions
1.

Question: What are human rights?
Answer: Human rights represent a set of values that people from across the world have agreed are
important for all humans to be able to live happy, healthy lives. Human rights give us some rules for
how to behave towards ourselves, others and the environment so that we all have the chance to live to
our best ability.

2. Question: True or false: asking “How much will this cost me?” “What are the potential benefits?” and
“What are the potential risks?” is how we can add value.
Answer: FALSE. These questions help us take smart risks, not add value to a product.
3. Question: What is gender?
Answer: Gender is the widely shared ideas and rules that tell men and women how they should act.
4. Question: How can we show we are actively listening to someone?
Answer: We can use positive body language, such as:
o Smiling
o Presenting interested facial expressions
o Relaxed posture
o Maintaining eye contact
o Making encouraging gestures such as nodding
o Leaning in towards the speaker
5. Question: Is this sex or gender? Many women do not make decisions independently and freely,
especially regarding sex and relationships
Answer: Gender, because people’s beliefs about what girls should or shouldn’t do is related to social
norms, not sex.
6. Question: Name at least 2 physical changes that happen during puberty only to girls.
Answer: Breast development, menstrual bleeding, broadening of waists and hips.
7.

Question: Name at least 2 physical changes that happen during puberty only to boys.
Answer: Penis and testicle development, voice deepens, facial and chest hair appears, wet dreams.
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8. Question: True or False? A woman is dirty when she is menstruating
Answer: FALSE. Menstruation is the periodic shedding of the uterine lining that usually occurs once a
month if an egg has not been fertilized after ovulation. A woman can begin menstruating during
puberty and will continue until she is around 50 years old. There is nothing dirty about this process and
women should not be ashamed of it.
9. Question: True or false? If a man ejaculates into a woman’s vagina, she can become pregnant.
Answer: TRUE. When a man ejaculates, he is releasing semen, which contains sperm. If this semen
enters her body through her vagina and a sperm encounters an egg, it is possible for her to become
pregnant. We will learn more about this in our next class.
10. Question: Is this sex or gender? Women often do household tasks, like laundry and cooking.
Answer: Gender, because household tasks are socially conditioned and do not depend on a person’s
biology.
11. Question: True or false? Women ovulate and can become pregnant for their entire lives.
Answer: FALSE. Women only ovulate once a month from puberty until they hit menopause at around 50
years old. At this point, women stop ovulating and can no longer get pregnant.
12. Question: True or false? A business plan allows you to test whether your business idea is feasible and
doable.
Answer: True. A business plan helps us test ideas and can help us determine whether our business will
be successful.
13. Question: True or false? Puberty marks a time in a girl’s life when she is physically able to have a child.
However, she may not be emotionally or financially ready to have a child.
Answer: TRUE. While adolescent girls are physically able to have children, that does not mean that it is
safe or healthy to have a child. It also does not mean that her and her husband are financially or
emotionally ready to have a child.
14. Question: Where in the body does pregnancy begin?
Answer: The uterus. If an egg has been fertilized in the fallopian tubes, it will travel here, to the uterus.
Once in the uterus, it will implant itself into the lining or wall of the uterus. This is when pregnancy
begins. A fetus, what eventually becomes a baby, will develop in the uterus until birth.
15. Question: True or false? Everyone has the right to live a life free from violence and abuse.
Answer: TRUE. Each person has human rights, which include the right to live in safety.
16. Question: What does fertility mean?
Answer: In women, fertility is the ability to become pregnant and give birth. In men, fertility is the
ability to produce sperm capable of starting a healthy pregnancy.
17. Question: When are men fertile?
Answer: Men are fertile from puberty onwards, no matter the day of the month.
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18. Question: True or false? It is normal and healthy to complete all activities as normal, even when you
are menstruating.
Answer: TRUE. Menstruation does not impact your ability to complete tasks, such as going to school. If
you experience pain with menstruation that prevents you from completing certain activities, talk to
your health provider.
19. Question: True or false? A woman can only get pregnant if she has sex often.
Answer: FALSE. It does not matter how often a woman has sex but when she has sex.
20. Question: When are women fertile?
Answer: Women are only fertile for a few days each month.
21. Question: What are the benefits to condom use? Name at least 2.
Answer:
• A condom is the only way to protect against HIV and other STIs during sex. It can be used at the
same time as other family planning methods, such as an implant or the pill.
• Condoms can also prevent pregnancy when used correctly
• They are easily available
• They are inexpensive or even free
• There are no hormonal side effects
• They may prevent premature ejaculation in men
22. Question: Can the pill prevent the spread of sexually transmitted infections?
Answer: NO. While the pill can prevent pregnancy, only condoms can prevent the spread of sexually
transmitted infections. You can use both the pill and condoms at the same time to prevent pregnancy
and reduce exposure to sexually transmitted infections.
23. Question: What are the three steps to goal setting?
Answer:
1) WHAT do you want? : Identify exactly what you want to achieve
2) By WHEN do you want to have achieved it? : State the timeframe for achieving your goal
3) HOW will you do it? : Identify how you will achieve your goal
24. Question: A woman can’t get pregnant until she is married.
Answer: FALSE. A woman can get pregnant if she has reached puberty and has had sexual intercourse
during a fertile period without using contraception.
25. Question: Name at least three physical changes that happen during puberty to both girls and boys.
Answer: Growth in body hair, increased perspiration, growth in height or weight, need for extra
nutrition, changes to the skin, mood swings, increase in sexual feelings.
26. Question: What methods of contraception are safe for adolescents?
Answer: ALL methods of contraception are safe for adolescents with or without children to use.
27. Question: Which is more effective at preventing pregnancy: an implant or the pill?
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Answer: An implant is more effective at preventing pregnancy.
28. Question: What are at least 2 advantages to using an implant?
Answer:
o Implants are a long acting method
o They do not disrupt sexual intercourse
o The woman does not have to remember to do something every day
o A woman can become pregnant immediately after the implant is removed
29. Question: What is income?
Answer: When you earn money or money is given to you, it is called income.
30. Question: True or false? A woman only needs to take the pill when she has sex.
Answer: FALSE. A woman must take the pill every day at the same time in order to prevent pregnancy.
31. Question: Is this sex or gender? During puberty, girls’ breasts begin to grow, and boys’ voices deepen.
Answer: Sex, because this refers to biological changes in puberty.
32. Question: True or false? When taking the birth control pill, changes to monthly bleeding are common.
Answer: TRUE. When you start on the pill, it is normal to have irregular bleeding for the first few
months. Then you will start to have regular, lighter monthly bleeding.
33. Question: One communication technique is an “I” statement. Give an example of an “I” statement.
Answer: I feel ____, when you ____. What I would like instead is ________.
34. Question: True or false? The IUD should only be used by women who have already had babies.
Answer: FALSE. Any woman, young or old, with or without children, can safely use an IUD.
35. Question: True or false? Changing the label of your product so it looks brighter and more attractive is
an example of adding value.
Answer: TRUE. This can make a customer willing to pay more for a product.
36. Question: True or false? Women that stop using implants can become pregnant right away.
Answer: TRUE. After the implant is removed, a woman can become pregnant right away.
37. Question: True or false? For injectable contraception to prevent pregnancy, a health worker gives it to a
woman every 3 months.
Answer: TRUE. For the most common type of injectable, a woman must see a health worker for an
injection every three months.
38. Question: Name at least 3 common problems a business can face.
Answer: Problems include theft, corruption, outside obligations, weather disruption, and external
forces (such as less demand for a product).
39. Question: True or false? Injectable contraceptives might cause you to stop menstrual bleeding.
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Answer: TRUE. Women using injectables do not release eggs and so they often stop monthly bleeding.
This is not harmful to the woman’s body or health.
40. Question: How can early pregnancy put the health of mothers at risk? (Name at least 2 examples)
Answer:
o When couples have a child before the wife is 18, there is a greater chance that her body is not
physically mature, even if she is menstruating. Girls under 18 have a higher risk of high blood
pressure, anemia (iron deficiency) and prolonged or complicated labor because their bodies
are not yet fully grown.
o The small size and physical weakness of many young pregnant girls makes it extremely difficult
for them to give birth to a child. Delivery can therefore be prolonged and lead to obstetric
fistula, which is caused by several days of obstructed labor, without timely medical
intervention or cesarean section.
o Adolescents age 15 through 19 are twice as likely to die during pregnancy or childbirth as those
over age 20; girls under age 15 are five times more likely to die
41. Question: How can early pregnancy put the health of children at risk? (Name at least 2 examples)
Answer:
o Infants face health risks if their mother is not physically mature – which adolescent girls are
not. Their bodies, especially their pelvises, are still growing and developing
o Newborns are at risk of being born too soon, too small or with a low birth weight
o The infants of adolescent mothers are more likely to die before their first birthday than are the
infants of older mothers
42. Question: True or false? Only the man should decide when to use contraception and when to try to get
pregnant.
Answer: FALSE. Both men and women play a role in starting a pregnancy and both will be affected by a
decision to have and raise a child. Therefore, both men and women should play a role in preventing
pregnancy.
43. Question: True or false? Beliefs and values do not influence when couples decide to have a baby.
Answer: FALSE. When we have children is affected by our beliefs and values as well as those of our
families and communities.
44. Question: True or false? Having a baby raises our expenses.
Answer: TRUE. Having a baby leads us to purchase many things, from clothes and education for our
baby to medical expenses to have a baby. This is why couples need to be financially ready before they
have a child.
45. Question: Name at least 2 ways waiting until at least 18 years of age before having a child can save us
money.
Answer:
o Reduces the likelihood that couples will have to pay expenses related to a medical emergency as a
result of the complications from an early birth or giving birth to a small, sickly child
o More opportunities for women to continue education, learn skills and participate in income
generating activities that will help the family earn more money
o Provides men and their partners with more time to become financially stable so that they can
afford the expenses associated with taking good care of themselves and their children
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46. Question: What are the three steps of business planning?
Answer: Look around at what other businesses are already offering. Find out what products people
want to buy but are having a hard time finding. Finally, ask questions from suppliers about prices for
the product(s) you might be thinking about selling
47. Question: True or false? LAM will only work to prevent pregnancy is the mother’s monthly bleeding has
not returned after giving birth.
Answer: TRUE. If a mother’s monthly bleeding has returned, she must use another method to prevent
pregnancy, like the implant, the injection, the pill or condoms.
48. Question: There are six market research questions. Name at least 3.
Answer:
o Who buys this product or service?
o How often/when do people buy this product or service?
o Where are the different locations they can buy it?
o Why do people want to buy this product? What is the quality/price/special features that people
like?
o What other similar products or services do people buy?
o How can we add value to our product?
49. Question: True or false: passive communication is the healthiest form of communication.
Answer: FALSE. Assertive communication-- telling someone exactly what you want in a way that does
not seem rude or threatening to them—is the healthiest form of communication.
50. Question: True or false: social norms can affect when couples decide to have children.
Answer: TRUE. The beliefs of the people around us as well as our own beliefs are influenced by social
norms. Social norms, including expectations about fertility and gender, can influence when couples
decide to have children.
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Annex 9: Supportive Supervision Checklist
SUPPORTIVE SUPERVISION CHECKLIST
Peer leader name __________________________ Girls’ Collective ID______________________
Mentor name _______________________________ Mentor ID ______________________________
Union name : _______________________________ Village name ______________________________________
Date: _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _
Please check the relevant box associated with each evaluation criteria below.
Evaluation Criteria

Completed

1. Did the facilitator welcome the participants?
2. Did the facilitator announce the subject for
discussion?
3. Did the facilitator encourage discussion amongst
participants?
4. Did the facilitator provide opportunities for
participants to ask questions and share comments?
5. Did the facilitator adequately respond to questions
raised by participants?
6. Did the facilitator check for participant
comprehension?
7. Did the facilitator demonstrate active listening
during the session?
8. Did the facilitator share correct information?
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Partially
completed

Not
completed

Comments

Please check the relevant box associated with each evaluation consideration below.
Considerations

Yes

1. Did the facilitator make any discriminatory remarks about certain individuals (based on age, marital status, caste, religion,
economic class, education status, political belief, etc.)?
2. Did the facilitator pressure participants to adapt a specific FP method?
3. Did the facilitator coerce participants to delay first birth?

Overall Comments
Well done:

Changes
needed:
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No

